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No wonder the Tories were so nervous. The government had been noticeably skittish
about what Marc Mayrand would say before the Commons Procedure and House Affairs
committee Thursday: not only had it kept the chief electoral officer largely out of the
loop in the months before it introduced its landmark Fair Elections Act, but there was
doubt whether he would even be allowed to testify about it afterwards. A promise to
that effect had been made to the NDP’s David Christopherson the night before to
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persuade him to end his filibuster of the Act in committee. Yet on the day Mr.
Mayrand’s testimony was interrupted by the calling of not one but two votes in the
Commons just as he was scheduled to speak.

At any rate, at length he was allowed to give his testimony, at the end of which very
little of the Act was left standing. The chief electoral officer, in his quiet, workmanlike
way, simply shredded it, almost line for line, proposing more than two dozen
amendments that would effectively rewrite the bill.

The provision banning “vouching” came in for particularly heavy fire: while the
government insists the practice, by which voters who lack proper identification can have
another voter vouch for them, has given rise to widespread voter fraud, Mr. Mayrand
observed there was no evidence for this. It did not help the government’s position that
the authority it cited in response, Harry Neufeld, author of a report on electoral
irregularities in the 2011 election, later backed up Mr. Mayrand’s stance. (“I never said
there was voter fraud,” he told Canadian Press.)

The treatment of Mr. Mayrand, like the misrepresentation of Mr. Neufeld’s report, is
unfortunately of a piece with this government’s approach generally, in which secrecy,
deception, and brute force are very much the watch words. But what is objectionable in
ordinary legislation is intolerable in a bill such as this, one that touches upon the very
heart of the democratic process. Of all bills, you would think, this is the one that should
invite the most transparency, the most public input, the most reaching out to opposition
parties, so as to leave no room for doubt that the fairness of elections had been
preserved. Yet from the start, the very opposite course has been pursued.

Related

Harper vote overhaul would destroy campaign spending limits, chief electoral officer
tells House of Commons

Fair Elections Act sure to deprive Canadians of voting rights, U.S. experts warn

Entrusting the matter to Pierre Poilievre, among the most ruthlessly partisan ministers
in a government filled with ruthless partisans, was an early warning sign. Sure enough,
not content with blindsiding the chief electoral officer, the minister — for Democratic
Reform! — gave media and opposition members the merest sniff of the mammoth bill
before thrusting it upon Parliament, where, after the usual curtailing of debate, it was
packed off to committee, whose hearings will be likewise restricted (hence Mr.
Christopherson’s filibuster). This is not how a government interested in fairness
conducts itself.

But then, the speed and secrecy are understandable, in a way, since the closer one reads
the bill, the worse it looks. It is not that the bill is all bad: some provisions, such as the
limits on bequests to political parties or the stiffer penalties for election fraud, are quite
welcome. But good or bad, what is true of every part of the bill is that it furthers the
interests of the parties in general, and of the Conservative party in particular.

The bill would raise the limits on both contributions and spending. All parties would
benefit from this — needlessly: there’s never been so much money in our politics — but
the Conservatives, as the most successful fundraisers, would plainly benefit most. It
would exempt from those limits expenses incurred to raise funds from previous donors:
again, without justification, but again to the benefit of the party with the longest donor
list — or the greatest willingness to abuse it, the distinction between a fundraising call
and an advertisement being self-evidently hard to enforce.
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It would allow incumbent parties, rather than Elections Canada, to choose important
officers at polling stations: yet again, without offering any justification, and with the
same potential for abuse. It would allow the parties to collect and assemble the so-called
“bingo cards,” lists of who voted and who did not in each riding — information currently
given out only to individual candidates — without any of the usual privacy safeguards,
the parties not being subject to federal privacy legislation.

Elections Canada would be hamstrung in all sorts of ways. It would be forbidden from
communicating with the public in anything but the most rudimentary terms — not even
to encourage people to vote. It cannot be entirely coincidental that, as with the ban on
vouching, the people most likely to be affected — the young, the poor, the marginalized
— are the ones least likely to vote Conservative.

Likewise, the office of the Commissioner of Canada Elections, charged with enforcing the
elections laws, has not only been denied the power to compel evidence, as it had
requested — federal parties do not even have to provide receipts for expenses — but
has been hived off to a different section of the bureaucracy altogether, though it will be
under much the same gag order: it is not even clear whether it will be allowed to
communicate with Elections Canada. I leave it to the reader to judge who benefits from
that.

The thing is just riddled with this sort of stuff. Perhaps each measure would not seem so
troubling on its own; nor even would the whole if the government did not seem so intent
on smuggling it into law. But as it is I think some alarm bells should really be going off.
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ABH 
•  21 hours

ago

These guys are doing it to themselves. Over and over again. And they're not even bright enough to realize it.
 213

• Reply •

Allan Beveridge  
•  20 hours

ago ABH

They probably hope that with this bill they will win again and it won't matter after that. They probably think they'll have 4 more years
to act in the same treasonous manner they have been doing since they took office.

 148

• Reply •

Politically_Correct  
•  6 hours

ago Allan Beveridge

"Give me ten year's time - and you would not recognize Germany anymore!" 

"You won't recognize Canada when I get through with it." Stephen Harper 

"It is not TRUTH that matters, but VICTORY." Adolf Hitler

The last quote is the most telling. Time has moved on but the same FASCIST message remains the same. 
dictator is Canada's Hitler.

 51

• Reply •

BlueMondo  
•  an hour

ago Polit ically_Correct

Your prescient quotes of Adolph Hitler are fully verified. I have just read both of them in other historical books. I would
point out that the time line in the first quote was actually 4 years rather than 10, but a small point. I only raise the
point as it coincides rather interestingly with the roughly 4 year election cycle in Canada.

 5

• Reply •

1i  
•  5 hours

ago Polit ically_Correct

"You won't recognize Canada when I get through with it." Stephen Harper 

You might try to find a source for that statement. The best I've managed was a story in this paper, purporting to
quote Mr Harper, but not giving a source/date/time. 5 May 2012 Noah Richler, quoting Mr Harper from 2006. I can't
find the alleged 2006 statement/speech/interview whatever. Not that I don't think the statement fits Mr Harpers
worldview, or that it is out of the realm of possibility that the CPC has cleansed the interwebs of any record of such, but
still ...

 9

Politically_Correct  
•  5 hours

ago 1i

Well, I did see it sometime ago on one of the "Stephen Harper Quotes" but I wouldn't be at all surprised if the
Harper War Room (that never closes) has cleansd the interwebs of many of the quotes they don't want "out
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there".
 20

• Reply •

neilpk70  
•  3 hours

ago Polit ically_Correct

CBC had an article on the Harper Quotes Dossier, but it got pulled.
 9

• Reply •

Proud Surrey  
•  2 hours

ago Polit ically_Correct

Translation: You have nothing. Liberals almost never do. They just wring their hands until they bleed (so they
match their hearts) and then, when pressed for proof, say something like, "Well, I wouldn't be surprised if..."

Witches got better trials than this.
 3

• Reply •

Scott Maphilisto  
•  33 minutes

ago Proud Surrey

what do you think of VIcs appointment or the recent wage increase for senators and MP's?and the fact the
elections act may need a UN vote team to monitor our elections as it may 
elections?or the 12 percent increase on RCMP salaries then a turn around on 

 3

• Reply •

SpinachInquisition  
•  an hour

ago Proud Surrey

So do you have any misgivings about the Fair Elections Act, PS? 
 2

• Reply •

Stupid_Monkey  
•  10 minutes

ago Polit ically_Correct

http://s3.documentcloud.org/do...
 

• Reply •

Stupid_Monkey  
•  8 minutes

ago Stupid_Monkey

Links to the rest here:

http://www.cbc.ca/newsblogs/po...
 

• Reply •

amazinggrace  
•  an hour

ago Polit ically_Correct

Big Brother has arrived.
 

• Reply •

junction citizen  
•  3 hours

ago 1i

I'd suggest reading Lawrence Martin's book, Harperland. Mr. Martin backs up all his quotes.
 9

• Reply •

ChristineLalonde  
•  3 hours

ago junct ion cit izen

Lawrence Martin is even more of a Liberal Hack than Coyne or Mayrand
 6

junction citizen  
•  3 hours

ago Christ ineLalonde

One problem with the right is that because they are so biased and partisan, they think everybody else will lie
and cheat and make things up, too.

Most people do actual research and base what they say on facts.

Sorry.
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Proud Surrey  
•  2 hours

ago junct ion cit izen

Freudian projection, JC. The faults you "see" in others are really your own. It's but one of the many facets of
liberal immaturity.
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SpinachInquisition  
•  an hour

ago Proud Surrey

I find dismissing the opinions of everyone who is part of a political culture I disagree with to be immature.
 1
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canucktwofour  
•  8 minutes

ago Proud Surrey

better than conbot b s..
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SpinachInquisition  
•  40 minutes

ago Christ ineLalonde

Coyne is a liberal hack? Someone should tell him!
 1

• Reply •

Proud Surrey  
•  2 hours

ago junct ion cit izen

And I'd suggest looking for corroborating evidence before presenting the work of a single author as definitive.
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walley2  
•  an hour

ago junct ion cit izen

lawrence Martin is a die hard liberal and his book makes good kindling
 

• Reply •

Proud Surrey  
•  2 hours

ago Polit ically_Correct

So you would rather be an honest loser, PC? Yeah, that sounds about right. Of course, given that you've presented a
false dilemma, no point in taking you seriously anyway.

 

• Reply •

SpinachInquisition  
•  an hour

ago Proud Surrey

We'll settle for honest, thanks.
 

• Reply •

walley2  
•  an hour

ago Polit ically_Correct

.liberal campaign slogan, there will be soldiers in the streets in canada. I am not making this up<
 

• Reply •

amazinggrace  
•  39 minutes

ago walley2

Maybe there will be yet.....Canadians are heading toward a revolution...(torches and pitchforks optional)
Heave Steve 2015

 2

Con Oil Luddite  
•  20 minutes

ago Allan Beveridge

Every time I pull in for gas I curse all Tories. The rest of the time I am too busy working and raising my family and that is
what these sleasy Tories depend on. Me and thousands of others know there is 50 cent clean fuel but we keep paying $1.25
for dirty crap, because this Harper guy keeps getting elected (not by me) and he wont reply to GreenNH3 
that says elected MPs must reply to registered mail ? Im getting very angry and Im not going to take this much longer, and
Im pretty sure there are a lot more waiting for GreenNH3 who might do something very bed to some of these Tories.
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• Reply • 

• Reply •

JohnDoughe  
•  19 hours

ago ABH

At the same time they are doing something very rude to us. The things is we can't do anything about it until the next election.
Canadians are too sheep-like to have a Canadian Spring.

 73

• Reply •

nononespecial  
•  6 hours

ago JohnDoughe

It is that kind of attitude that acts as a ball and chain to the likes of Adolf Harper. We can do something and better sooner
then later.

 10

• Reply •

Q_Impact  
•  11 hours

ago ABH

Little Peter Pumpkineater, 
had a task from Dear Leader
Write a bill that stacks the deck,
And tell Canadians to go to Heck

 68

• Reply •

He Kafei  
•  5 hours

ago Q_Impact

Little Peter Pumpkin Eater
Had a task from his Dear Leader
To write a bill that makes their luck
And to tell Canadians "Get tae —"

 3

• Reply •

Andy7190  
•  17 hours

ago ABH

I think Harper is leaving. He can't hope to win the way he's been going the last several months.
 61

• Reply •

nononespecial  
•  6 hours

ago Andy7190

Show boating Kenny is being done just in case. He will be the anointed one should Harper's numbers sink further. It would not
be the first time they changed the date of an election. I would be the first time they used fixed election dates. (Fixed elections
?)

 11

• Reply •

Andy7190  
•  5 hours

ago nononespecial

I bet Harper would favor Kenney over Prentice. I bet he is setting the stage.
 8

• Reply •

subgenius  
•  4 hours

ago Andy7190

Sadly, the way Kenney treats the provinces, i don't think he'd be much better than harper. For goodness sake,
bring on Prentice CPC!

 5

• Reply •

nrfnrd  
•  3 hours

ago Andy7190

Prentice should be the PC leader.
 2

• Reply •

Andy7190  
•  3 hours

ago nrfnrd

CPC leader. No more PC. Prentice did run for PC leader, and he lost, most unfortunately to Peter MacKay.
 4
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• Reply •

Francien Verhoeven  
•  2 hours

ago Andy7190

I bet Trudeau thought Martha Hall Findlay was a stronger contender for the LPC. That's why Justin did not want
to debate Martha. We understand.

 1

• Reply •

Pickngrin  
•  2 hours

ago Francien Verhoeven

Good God you're obtuse Francien! Here the Conservatives are trying to ram through democratic 
without public consultation - invoking closure to limit debate - and by misrepresenting the sources they quote to
support their views and you prattle on and on about Justin! You have become so deep blue partisan that you
won't even acknowledge that the Conservatives are falling woefully
What happened to you?

 6

• Reply •

ThatBCGuy  
•  28 minutes

ago Pickngrin

She is one of those people who determine support for an issue based on the way a particular party votes.
These are the ones responsible for this type of legislation.

 

• Reply •

amazinggrace  
•  34 minutes

ago Pickngrin

Francien is totally obsessed with Justin. Can't stop posting about him in every single article, however unrelated.
Must be the hair.

 

• Reply •

Andy7190  
•  2 hours

ago Francien Verhoeven

Clearly she was not a stronger contender. JT got over 80%.
 

• Reply •

Francien Verhoeven  
•  16 hours

ago Andy7190

You hope Harper is leaving.
 8

• Reply •

Andy7190  
•  8 hours

ago Francien Verhoeven

I think Harper is leaving. I hope the snow melts today.
 49

• Reply •

Francien Verhoeven  
•  4 hours

ago Andy7190

You are engaged in wishful thinking. That amounts to the same thing as holding out hope. 

But hey, keep thinking Harper will not run in the next election, if you like being proven wrong over time.
 3

• Reply •

Adam Smith  
•  3 hours

ago Francien Verhoeven

It seems strange to want him to run for the party. Like wanting Rob Ford to represent fiscal conservatism in
Toronto when it seems there have to be better alternatives. Simply put, politicians overstay their welcome.
Harper has already done so and he may personally cost the Conservatives the next election.

 5

Andy7190  
•  4 hours

ago Francien Verhoeven

He can run if he wants. But It won't turn out well.

The snow is melting today, turns out!
8
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Load more comments

• Reply • 

• Reply •

Proud Surrey  
•  2 hours

ago Andy7190

"Our"? For whom else do you presume to speak?
 

• Reply •

Andy7190  
•  2 hours

ago Proud Surrey

Should have been "out". Typo.
 1

• Reply •

Erikxyz  
•  5 hours

ago Francien Verhoeven

Harper is finished.
 17
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